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ABSTRACT

Graphene nanoribbons are among the recently discovered carbon nanostruc-
tures, with unique characteristics for novel applications. One of the most important
features of graphene nanoribbons, from both basic science and application points of
view, is their electrical conductivity.The impressive properties of graphene such as the
linear energy dispersion relation, room-temperature mobility as high as 15000 cm

2
/V s

with current density 2A/mm .This is make it an remarkable candidate for electronic
devices of the future. Graphene nanoribbon (GNR) with outstanding electrical and
thermal properties indicates quantum confinement effect. GNR as a new material
which can be used with Si complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
technology to overcome the integrated circuits hit transfer problems.GNRCMOS
devices operated at high source-drain bias show a saturating I-V characteristic. In
this project armchair GNR with semiconducting properties in the CMOS technology
application is in our focus. Based on the presented model comparison study on
transfer characteristic is reported which illustrates that the performance and electrical
properties of GNRCMOS.The measurements of the GNRCMOS confirm larger than
0.1 eV bandgap with channel length 20 nm. These parameters have been replicated on
CMOS. The low noise margin (NML) and the high noise margin (NMH) are 1.156
and 1.053 volt reported respectively which is comparable by SiCMOS with 0.6744
volt NML and 1.39 volt NMH respectively. The voltage transfer curve (VTC) of
GNRCMOS is calculated (13.2978) while for the SiCMOS device is 7.999309.
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ABSTRAK

Graphene nanoribon adalah antara nano struktur karbon yang baru dijumpai
dan mempunyai ciri-ciri unik bagi penggunaan yang baru. Berdasarkan pengetahuan
sains asas, graphene nanoribon dipercayai mampunyai cirri-ciri konduktor elektrik
yang sangat baik. Graphene nanoribon mempunyai ciri-ciri yang sangat
mengagumkan seperti, tenaga penyebaran yang linear dan pergerakan suhu bilik
yang tinggi (15000cm2/V s) dengan ketumpatan arus sebanyak 2A/mm.Ini menjadikan
graphene nanoribon sebagai peranti elektrik yang mempunyai ciri-ciri luar biasa
bagi penggunaan masa hadapan.Sifat-sifat elektrik dan terma yang masih belum
jelas menunjukkan bahawa terdapat kesan pengurungan kuantum dalam graphene
nanoribon (GNR). GNR boleh digunakan sebagai bahan baru di dalam Si
teknologi semikonduktor oksida logam pelengkap (CMOS) untuk mengatasi masalah
pemindahan dalam litar bersepadu. Peranti GNRCMOS yang beroperasi pada
sumber saliran yang tinggi telah menunjukkan ciri-ciri kumpulan I-V. Di dalam
projek ini, kami memfokus pada penggunaan GNR untuk diaplikasikan di dalam
CMOS teknologi kerana sifatnya sebagai semikonduktor yang baik. Kajian mengenai
pernandingan model yang dibentangkan telah menggambarkan prestasi dan sifat
elektrik yang baik bagi GNRCMOS. GNRCMOS telah disahkan mempunyai ukuran
bandgap yang lebih besar dari 0.1 eV dengan saluran sepanjang 20 nm. Kesemua
parameter tersebut telah disalin pada CMOS.NML (1.156 volt) danNMH (1.053 volt)
untuk GNRCMOS telah dibandingkan dengan NML (0.6744 volt) dan NMH (1.39
volt) untuk SiCMOS. Pengiraan keluk pemindahan voltan (VTC) bagi GNRCMOS
telah memberikan nilai 13, 2978 manakala untuk peranti SiCMOS adalah 7.999309.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Background

The transistors on a modern Intel Pentium chip are 200 times smaller than 10
millionths of an eter in spite of the prediction by scientists, in 1961, that transistors
on a chip could ever be smaller than that [1]. Researchers are currently working on
innovative ways of building tiny devices. In particular, several emerging electronic
devices such as carbon nanotubes Field Effect Transistors (FETs) [2–4], Si nanowire
FETs [2–4], and planar IIIV compound semiconductor (e.g., InSb, InAs) FETs [4] are
being investigated. They are all promising potential device candidates for integration
onto the silicon platform for enhancing circuit functionality and also for the extension
of Moores Law [2]. The channel material could be narrow graphene based in future
transistors.

”Physicists Andre K. Geim, and Konstantin S. Novoselov, of the University of
Manchester in the U.K., won the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics for their discovery of
graphene, a one-atom thick sheet of carbon atoms, arranged in a honeycomb pattern
that boasts of outstanding mechanical and electronic properties”.

The ”idea that a single freestanding sheet of graphene, a one atom thick carbon
film that rests on or is suspended from (but is not tightly attached to a support) could be
isolated had been investigated since the 1980s when carbon nanotubes and buckeyballs
were discovered [2]. By the early part of this decade, researchers had concluded that
freestanding graphene could not be isolated after years of trying unsuccessfully to
separate graphite into its constituent graphene sheets. Thermodynamics principles
predicted that the material would spontaneously roll up into a nanotubes or other
curved structure. Yet in 2004, Geim and Novoselov, worked out a surprisingly simple
method for exfoliating little chips of graphite by folding adhesive tape against the
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crystals and repeatedly peeling apart the tape. The team showed that not only could
single sheets of graphene be isolated, but they remain particularly stable at room
temperature”.

An explosion in graphene research resulted from the ”discovery of that
rudimentary method for isolating graphene sheets. For advanced computing
applications , digital displays [3, 4] and other types of flexible electronics [3–5],
and advanced composite materials, it has quickly become a top choice. The possibility
of using graphene in device applications in a manner similar to carbon nanotubes has
risen due to this”.

Recently, ”carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have enjoyed a lot of attention in the
literature, mostly because of their potential to replace silicon (Si) as the material
of choice for the channel of Field Effect Transistor (FET) devices. Electron and
whole mobility in CNTs have been measured and predicted to be exceedingly high,
to the point where CNT-based transistors can be described as nearly ballistic. No
straightforward way exists of patterning even simple CNT-based circuits [3], [4] even
when the electronic properties of CNTs are excellent for FET applications. Presently,
revolutionary advances in process technology appear to be needed for large-scale
integration of CNT devices. Grapheme, being a zero-gap semiconductor [2], cannot
be used directly in applications such as field-effect transistors (FETs). However, in
addition to the two dimensions (2D) confinement, the graphene electrons can be further
confined by forming narrow graphene ribbons [5]”.

Mistake Fujita and co-authors originally introduced graphene ribbons as a
theoretical model to ”examine the edge and nanoscale size effect in graphene [4-6],
which are essentially edge-terminated graphene sheets. Even though they offer the
possibility of lithographic patterning on silicon carbide (Sic) substrates, potentially
solving the major obstacle to large-scale integration, the GNRs are expected to have
similar electronic properties to CNTs ” [3, 4].

X Wang et al [6]”did one of the first works to demonstrate sub-10 nm width
GNRFETs. They achieved such dimensions because they started with GNRs that had
been chemically derived at smaller dimensions using the process described in Section
2.1.3.1 instead of patterning GNRs from a planar sheet with e-beam lithography. In this
process, exfoliated graphene is dispersed into a chemical solution by significations,
creating very small fragments. After that, the solution is applied to a substrate,
dried and GNRs identified with atomic force microscopy. These GNRs ranged from
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monolayer to trilateral. They were deposited on a silicon dioxide (SiO2) dielectric
over a highly doped silicon back gate, and contacted with palladium (Pd) source/drain
electrodes”. It is a new project referred to as Graphene-based Nan electronics.

With financial support from the European Commission, devices (GRAND)
have recently been set up in Europe to investigate technical aspects connected with
the feasibility, design, fabrication and complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) integration of graphene nanoribbon field effect transistors (GNRFETs).

”The semi-classical top-of-the-barrier ballistic model [7] was utilized with the
corresponding calculated band-structure”, in this study, to investigate the performance
of MOSFET like-GNRFET. This model can capture 2D electrostatics based on a
simple capacitance model, calibrated to the device structure. Through the self-
consistent calculation, it can also capture quantum capacitance. It calculates the carrier
transport properties based on the electronic structure of the channel at the top of the
barrier. It provides insights of device physics, even though it is a simple model. It
has also been widely utilized in investigating the ultimate device performance of the
different novel channel MOSFETs.

The upper limit performance potential of ballistic graphene nanoribbon
MOSFETs is examined using the ”semi-classical top-of-the-barrier ballistic” model In
X et al [4]. It has been shown in their study that semiconducting ribbons, that are a few
nanometers in width, electronically behave in a manner similar to carbon nanotubes,
thus attaining similar on-current performance. The authors compared ideal, ballistic
GNR MOSFETs with width w=2.2nm and 4.2nm to an ideal ballistic Si MOSFETs
whose device structure was specified by the 90nm node of ITRS report. They found
that an ideal ballistic MOSFET can be outperform by an ideal ballistic GNR MOSFET
by up to 200 % in terms of on-current density at a fixed off-current.

The device performance of different type of GNR MOSFETs has been
evaluated and compared to a cylindrical gate ”CNT MOSFETs using the semi-classical
top-of-the-barrier ballistic model ”in the study by X et al [3]. The 1nm diameter
cylindrical CNT MOSFET outperformed the 1.4nm width single gate armchair GNR
MOSFET by 200% in terms of on-current density as shown by the study. The 1.4nm
width double gate armchair GNR (with similar band gap ( 0.8eV) as the 1nm diameter
zigzag CNT) MOSFET, has, however, performance comparable to the 1nm diameter
cylindrical CNT MOSFET. Next, the authors investigated in detail, the ultimate
performance of a 3nm width armchair GNR MOSFET with double gate structure.
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Compared to the 1nm diameter zigzag CNT, the 3nm wide armchair GNRs has
similar width as the circumference of the CNT, but has a smaller band gap ( 0.5eV).
The double gate 3nm width armchair GNR MOSFET was found to have outperformed
both the cylindrical 1nm diameter CNT MOSFET and the double gate 1.4nm width
armchair GNR MOSFET when the total current and current density were evaluated.

1.2 Production

Single-layer graphene was first produced by a mechanical exfoliation
technique. Starting with highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), a sticky ”scotch
tape was used to peel-off a few layers of graphene”. Since the ”graphite” is sliced
into two parts, each part has to be thinner than the original one. Repeating it several
times produces thin flakes, which can be transferred to a (silicon) substrate. Single
layer flakes can be identified by optical microscopy (Figure 1.2 (left)) [8] and can be
verified by Raman measurements [9] or by atomic force microscope (AFM).

A more ”scalable” method to produce graphene is to grow it on a suitable planar
surface using ”chemical vapor deposition (CVD), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), or
by ”the reduction of SiC [10–12]. These methods can now produce both multilayer and
single-layer graphene on large-area substrates [Figure 1.2 (right)]. The clear advantage
is that one can cover an entire wafer with graphene by such growth methods. The CVD
technique is often performed on metal substrates (Cu, Ni, Ru) due to the underlying
hexagonal symmetry of the lattice, which initiates graphene formation. The low solid
solubility of carbon results in limited, few-layer growth [10].

These as-grown thin films on metal cannot be used in ordinary electronic
applications due to the direct (electrical) contact with the underlying metal. However,
it is possible to transfer the graphene from them to insulating substrates like silicon
or quartz by etching the metal substrate away. Epitaxial growth on insulating SiC
substrates is also possible. At high temperatures, the surface Si-C atoms start to
dissociate, and Si is pumped away, leaving excess carbon on the surface, which
reconstruct as a graphene layer [11,13,14]. It has now established that such ’epitaxial-
graphene’ layers are identical to graphene obtained by other methods.
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Figure 1.1: (left) Example of an ex foliated graphene flake. There is a monolayer flake
on the middle, double layer flake on the left and a multilayer flake on the right. (right)
AFM micrograph of the epitaxially grown graphene surface on SiC. The graphene is
atomically smooth; the steps are of the substrate. The image is 10 x 10 um, gray scale
range: 20 nm.

1.3 Objective

Focus of this study is to evaluate the upper limit performance potential of
graphene nanoribbon CMOS and specifically:

(a) Study and analyze the electrical properties of GNR on the CMOS technology.

(b) Understand the electrical characteristics of this low dimension transistor.

(c) Study the possible role of GNRCMOS in future electronic systems.

(d) Improvement of GNR CMOS performance through simulation by using T-
spice and MATLAB.

1.4 Problem Statement

Every three years, the progress in device scaling has followed an exponential
curve with the doubling of the device density on a microprocessor. This is now
known as Moore’s law. It was initiated by Intels founder, Gordon Moore. Continued
success in device scaling is necessary for maintaining the evolutionary technological
improvements that have been the foundation for integrated circuit development and
design this far. The channel length of CMOS has pushed by this into the nanoscale
regime. With the extreme scaling of CMOS, new challenges arise as the Si based
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CMOS reaches its performance limits, with short channel effects coming into place.
This brings us to the search of new devices or materials which would be able to keep
the transistor scaling in accordance with Moores Law. .

”Yet we do need an adjunct to silicon, because so much of the potential market
for electronics has yet to be opened. Electronics in paper, on walls, and in clothing
are today mere novelties, simply because silicon can’t easily be painted on a surface,
draped on a flexible platform, or used to cover large areas. What’s needed is something
that can do all that and still be churned out cheaply and in bulk, processed easily, and
slipped deftly into the guts of the next generations of electronics”.

Grapheme, the alternative material, is at the top of the substituent list. There
has been many contenders for Silicon ”in the past, these includes germanium (the
material used for the very first transistor), and gallium arsenide, which in spite of its
usefulness is still a mere niche material. Why do we therefore nurse such high hopes
for this rarefied form of carbon” This study seeks to fill the gap by separating reality
from hype.

1.5 Scope of the Study

The T-spice and MATLAB used in the simulation of the proposed technique is
the base for analysis in this thesis. Therefore we did not considered the experimental
details of the resulting device. The production of GNRCMOS is currently at the
embryonic stage. The simulation is therefore not based on any existing standard
although the current novel transistor and some experimental data on GNRCMOS are
considered in selecting simulation parameters. The comparison of study between
SiCMOS and GNRCMOS base on analysis voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) and
current voltage curve (I-V curve).

1.6 Summary

It is important that ”the potential device candidates that will be integrated onto
the silicon platform to enhance circuit functionality and also for extending Moores
Law should be frequently benchmarked against the existing and anticipated silicon
(Si) analog transistor data”. In this study, we will:
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• Try on measurement the progress of research.

• ”Identify the various device-related strengths, as well as limitations of these
novel devices and focus on solving these device related problems in order to
accelerate the research progress”.

• Study the possible role of GNRCMOS in future electronic systems.

• The Comparison of study via modeling & simulation.

1.7 Organization of project

At the beginning, Chapter 1 shows the introduction on nanodevices, carbon
nanotube and graphene nanoribbon and the study on CMOS and FET and application
them, then discussing the ”objectives of the project and the scope of the research” taken
in consideration the analysis graphene nanoribbon and comparison between SiCMOS
and GNRCMOS. After that, to study the solution of how to analysis Voltage Transfer
Characteristic VTC from I-V curve and comparison with simulation part for SiCMOS.

While, Chapter 2 clarify the structure and background of graphene nanoribbon.
Also study on properties on graphene nanoribbon. And make comparison between
carbon nanotube and graphene nanoribbon base on properties. Also in same chapter
discussion the challenging in graphene that are surface and interface effects on charge
transfer, contact resistance, high k insulator, deposition method, band gap engineering
method, mobility, integration , doping and compatibility with CMOS. Moreover Why
use graphene in CMOS. In chapter discus desirable electric characteristics which are
comparable to that achieved in CNTs, such as the fast switching behaviors, high carrier
mobility and ballistic transport which were discussed earlier.

Chapter 3 explains the methodology of this study. Method is find drain current
in graphene nanoribbon CMOS (GNRCMOS) and modeling equation by using matlab
and T-SPICE.

Chapter four contains the results of different value VGS, VDS and extract the
data to draw VTC.Their comparison with simulation part finally chapter five gives the
conclusion and future work for this study.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Insights into the most outstanding application of graphene nanoribbon in
electronic field, the graphene nanoribbon Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
(GNRCMOS) and graphene nanoribbon field-effect transistor (GNRFET) are explored
in this chapter. The unique electrical characteristics of graphene nanoribbon, especially
the semiconducting characteristic, are what fuelled the motivation for research in
GNRCMOS. In addition, the continuous effort to find future nanoelectronic devices
that can perform as excellently as does MOSFET also pushes the aggressive research
of GNRFET and CMOS.

2.1 Graphene Nanoribbon

”Because they are a new class of materials in the carbon family, and
recognized as promising building blocks for nano-electronic devices, the utilization
of the patterned graphene (which constitutes an array of sufficiently narrow
graphene nanoribbon)” as the basis for Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
(GNRCMOS) have recently attracted intensive interest [3, 4].

2.1.1 Structure of Graphene Nanoribbon

It is by defining a lateral confinement in graphene that GNRs are obtained. This
is done by confining the width of graphene so that it forms a long, narrow ribbon. The
GNRs are therefore a one-dimensional (1D) structure with a confinement of carriers in
two directions. GNRs are classified according to their edges. Zigzag and armchair are
the two typical topological ”shapes of the carbon atoms on the edge of GNRs” [15].
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A graphene sheet can be ”cut along a straight line (as illustrated in Figure 2.1)
to illustrate the two prototype edge shapes i.e. the armchair edge (Figure 2.1 (a)) and
the zigzag edge (Figure 2.1 (b)) with a difference of 30 in the axial direction between
the two edge orientations [6]. Figure 2.1 therefore shows the two basic graphene
ribbons, defined as one-dimensional graphite networks confined by a pair of parallel
armchair (zigzag) edges on both sides. An armchair ribbon is cut so that the edge
looks as if it consists of repeated armchairs, as shown in Figure 2.1(a). The width of
an armchair ribbon can be defined in terms of the number of dimmer lines N [16] ”:

wac = (N− 1)

√
3

2
a (2.1)

With a=1.42 , the nearest neighbouring distance. The width of a zigzag ribbon
is now identified with the number of zigzag chains N, as:

wzz = (N− 1)

√
3

2
a (2.2)

With a=1.42 is the nearest neighbouring distance.

Solid circles on each side emphasize the edge sites. The GNRs repeat their
geometric structures, and form one-dimensional periodic structures when they are
perpendicular to the direction of the defined width. Edge atoms are not saturated since
GNRs are stripes of graphene.

Therefore, the active edge states become an important factor in determining the
edge structures. There is no edge reconstruction, for armchair GNRs, and the planar
patterns are kept. It was unexpectedly found that the zigzag edge is detestable, and
reconstruction spontaneously takes place at high temperature for zigzag GNRs [17].

The names (armchair and zigzag) refer to the shape of the edge in the transport
direction of the GNR. They are in line with the standard GNR literature convention,
which is opposite to the CNT convention [18]. Recent studies have shown that,
depending on the atomic structure of their edges, GNRs can be either metallic or
semiconducting.
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2.1.2 Properties of Graphene Nanoribbon

Its small size and overall potential characteristics, especially the electronic and
thermal properties, makes GNR very suitable for future digital electronic applications
[19]. GNRs carrier transport (one of its properties) is one-dimensional. This type of
transport can suppress the scattering effect and promote the ballistic transport. The
power dissipation of GNR is very low as a result.

The GNRs electrical characteristics are similar to, and sometimes electrically
perform better than CNTs [20]. Unlike CNTs, ”(mixtures of metallic and
semiconducting materials depending on their chiralities) all sub-10nm GNRs have
been shown, in a recent experiment [21], to be semiconducting due to the edge effect
that makes them more attractive for electronic device applications” [22].

Most importantly, GNRs exhibit desirable electrical characteristics which are
comparable to that achieved in CNTs, such as the fast switching behaviors, high carrier
mobility and ballistic transport.

In principle, GNR ”planar features can be patterned using more standard
semiconductor industry fabrication methods, which bypasses the alignment problem
that CNTs face and offers control over the ribbon width and orientation [18]. The
flat structure of GNRs makes them more easily manipulated than do CNTs [8].
This is unlike with CNTs, whose chiralities are statistically predetermined during the
manufacturing process and are almost impossible to control”.

When ”lithographic patterning methods are applied to grapheme, the degree
of chirality control and alignment issues typical of CNTs” are avoided [18]. GNRs
can be produced in a very controllable manner giving the opportunity for us to take
advantage of the unique and well understood electronic properties of CNTs as indicated
by recent experimental progress [9, 20]. The possibility, in the case of the GNRFETs,
to pattern the nanoscale strip of graphene (which has a definite orientation relative to
the substrate) is a possible means of overcoming the CNT chirality control problems.

”Also, GNRs are expected to exhibit some outstanding thermal properties
owing to the quantum confinement and edge effect. Furthermore, the thermal
dissipation problem in electronic circuits has become one of the most important
challenges as the electronic industry moves toward nanometer designs. Finding
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a material with high thermal conductivity, which can be integrated with Si
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology is a possible approach
to solving the thermal problem”.

For such applications, ”diamond and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been
considered. They are, however, not very suited for integration with CMOS because
of the large thermal contact resistance [19]. The GNRs, unlike diamonds and CNTs,
can naturally be attached to heat sinks, thereby avoiding the problem of thermal contact
resistance. This suggests GNRs can be an excellent material for thermal management
in the CMOS devices and circuits.Designing and constructing device architectures
based on GNRs ”provides some key potential advantages.

First, all the junctions between GNRs of different width and directionality (a
Figure 2.1 and c) have a perfect atomic interface [10]. For interfacing ”nanotubes of a
different diameter and chirality, this is a feature that is difficult to achieve”.

Second, ”because there usually exists a large contact resistance between the
metal electrodes and molecules (e.g., single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs))
because of a very small contact area, it is generally difficult to find a robust method
to make contact with the molecular device unit. Since the GNR based devices
can be connected to the outside circuits exclusively through metallic GNRs [10],
(as illustrated in Figure 2.1 d) which serve as extensions of metal electrodes to
make contact with the semiconducting GNRs so that an atomically smooth metal
semiconductor interface is maintained with minimum contact resistance, this difficulty
may be circumvented by using GNRs”.

Last, it is extremely difficult to undertake doping of a molecular device. The
GNRs have two free edges, which may serve as an effective means for doping by
manipulating their edge terminations [10]. As shown in Figure 2.1, one can selectively
dope one single GNR to form a p-n junction, by simply replacing the carbon (C) atoms
at the ribbon edge with different types of dopants at different sections. The dopant
concentration should also be tunable via control of GNR size and amount of dopant
atoms (molecules) introduced.
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Figure 2.1: a heterojunction between two ”zigzag GNRs Schematics of a GNR-FET”.

2.1.2.1 Electron Transport in Armchair GNR

Tight-binding calculations, density functional theory (DFT) calculations, and
many-electron greens function approach are theoretical studies that have been devoted
to investigate the electronic properties of armchair GNRs. Among those methods,
and the reliability of DFT calculations (which adopt parameter-free, self-consistent
field calculations) has been broadly proven in solid state field and nano-scale systems.
Therefore, DFT calculations are used to carry out most of the theoretical investigations.
It is, however, well established that band gaps are underestimated by DFT calculations.
The reliable band gaps are gotten from the adaptation of other methods, such as tight-
binding calculations, to correct DFT calculations. Tight binding calculation results
are included in this study. The tight-binding calculations ”show that the width of
the energy gap depends sensitively on the geometry of edges and the width of the
nano-ribbons [3, 11]. Figure 2.4illustrates the band-structures of semiconductor ” and
metallic armchair ribbons obtained using tight-binding approach.

Semiconducting behaviors with direct energy gaps are also displayed by
armchair GNRs. The determining factor comes from the quantum confinement effect
(QCE), which can be characterized by [energy gaps] versus [width]-1. Researchers
have pointed out that, besides the QCE, the edge effects perform an important role
in forcing the armchair GNRs to be semiconductors [12]. As shown Figure 2.2, the
edge of ”carbon atoms of armchair GNRs are usually passivated by hydrogen atoms”
which leads to the bonding of carbon atoms at the edges, be different from other carbon
atoms. As a consequence, ”the bond lengths of carbon atoms at the edges are shorter
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than that in the middle of the ribbons, and open the energy gaps of armchair GNRs.
Although armchair GNRs have three typical families (corresponding to N=3p, 3p+1,
3p+2, respectively, where p is any integer)” with distinguished energy gaps, they have
similar band shapes.

The following is the derivation of the relations between EG (band gap) and the
width of armchair GNRs [3]

EG(CNT ) =
0.8

DCNT

(2.3)

Where DCNT is the dimeter of carbon nanotube.

EG(GNT ) = 0.8
π

2WGNR

(2.4)

Figure 2.2: Atomic structure and electronic structure of graphene

Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4 illustrates the examples of the simple analytical
solutions and the numerical results of the tight-binding model [3]. A good agreement
between these two different approaches was indicated. The bandgap of the CNT is
approximately twice that of the GNR,” if the width of an armchair GNR is the same as
the circumference of a zigzag CNT”. This happens due to the two different boundary
conditions that the structures encounter. The GNR sees a hard wall boundary (cut
graphene), while the CNT sees a periodic boundary (rapped up graphene).
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Figure 2.3: the electronic structure of armchair GNR w=1nm, N=9 (b) the electronic
structure of armchair GNR with w= 0.9 nm, N=8 [3].

Figure 2.4: Comparisons of EG versus Width for GNRs and CNTs [3].
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Quantum mechanically, these have significant roles in the electronic properties
of the materials. As a result, the valley degeneracy of the lowest sub-band of the zigzag
CNTs is twice as that of the armchair GNRs (AGNRs). ”Accordingly, the density of
states (DOS) of the lowest sub-band of zigzag CNTs is twice as much as the DOS of
the lowest sub-band of armchair GNRs”. We can describe the DOS (E) of the lowest
sub-band of armchair GNRs as follows

DOS(GNR)(E) =
1

2
×DOSCNT (E) (2.5)

=
4

3a |t| π
× |E|√

E2 −
(
EG/2

)2 θ(E − EG/2) (2.6)

Where, is the bonding distance of carbon atoms in the graphene sheet, and t=3;
eV is the hopping parameter used in this -orbital tight-binding model.

2.1.2.2 Electron Transport in Zigzag GNR

”Depending on their edge shape and width, Graphene nanoribbon (GNR)
with finite width, made from monolayer graphene, has been shown to hold unusual
electronic properties. All zigzag GNRs (ZGNRs) were predicted to be metallic, based
on these earlier studies [3, 13, 14], while AGNRs were grouped into semiconducting
and metallic character. The presence of a high density of edge states at the Fermi level
accounts for the metallic character of ZGNRs. The zigzag edges present electronic
localized states at the boundaries, corresponding to non-bonding states that appear
at the Fermi level as a large peak in the density of states. Theoretical investigation
of phenomena related to the magnetic and spin properties arising due to specific
edge structure of graphene ribbons have been conducted [14]. The geometrical
reconstruction, because of the non-bonding character of the zigzag localized edge
states, is unlikely to happen and the spin polarization of the electronic density
establishes an anti-ferromagnetic arrangement Figure 2.5 with the opening of a gap,
yielding a Slater insulator” [23].

”In more detail, graphene nanoribbon with zigzag edges (ZGNRs) possess
spin polarized peculiar edge states and spin polarized electronic state provides half
metallicity under transverse electric field and has great potential in the application
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Figure 2.5: Spin density maps.

as spintronic [24]. It is mainly attributed to the work of Son et al [23], who
predicted that in a plane electric field, perpendicular to the periodic axis, induces a
half metal state in zigzag nanoribbon (ZGNR). Apart from the interesting dependence
of the electronic structure upon an electric field, this is a promising material for future
spintronic devices, since it could work as a perfect spin filter”.

2.1.3 Growth of Graphene Nanoribbon

To understand graphene electronics,” we have to be able to modify the
electronic properties of finite size graphenes (e.g. from semiconducting to metallic)
by varying their size, shape, and edge orientation. The design and miniaturization
of future electronic circuit by patterned graphene is now possible due to its unique
properties in comparison to that of traditional semiconductor materials, such as silicon.
The control of the nanoribbon width is one of the most important issues in patterned
graphene fabrication. The ribbon width should go down to nanometer scale in order
to take advantage of quantum confinement effects in graphene. Several techniques
have been proposed to realize the patterning of graphene with nano-scale width”.
These includes: lithography [25–27], chemical method [21,28] and unzipping carbon
nanotubes [29, 30]. This section intends to give a brief overview of the process to
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produce GNR.

2.1.3.1 Chemical Method

GNR has so far been fabricated down to widths of 20nm by the lithographic
patterning of graphene sheets. There are, however, still difficulties in reaching
true nanometer-scale ribbon widths and obtaining smooth edges (for example, with
roughness ¡ 5nm). For fundamental and practical applications, self-assembly
processes and chemical approaches can produce graphene structures with the desired
shapes and dimensions. In this study, we focus on the latest approach (developed by
X. Li et al [21]) that has been followed to fabricate GNR using chemical methods. X.
Li et al reported that ”they can develop simple chemical methods to produce GNRs by
using a widely available and abundant graphite material”.

Figure 2.6: graphene nanoribbon ”chemically”.

In their work, commercial expandable graphite were exfoliated by briefly (60s)
heating them to ”1000 C in forming gas (3% hydrogen in argon)”. A homogeneous
suspension was formed by the dispersal of exfoliated graphite (by sonication for
30min) ”in a 1, 2 dichloromethane solution of poly m-phenylenevinylene co-2,5-
dioctoxy-p-phenylenevinylene (PmPV). Large pieces of materials from the supernatant
Figure 2.6 were then removed by centrifugation. They then characterized the materials
deposited on substrates from the supernatant by using atomic force microscopy (AFM).
They then observed numerous GNRs with various widths ranging from w 50nm down
to sub-10nm Figure 2.6,b). Smooth edges were observed for the GNRs, with edge
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roughness well below ribbon width even for w 10 nm”.

The GNRs were characterized by using ”Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM), electron diffraction, and Raman spectroscopy. Researchers carried out
extensive control experiments to be sure the sub-10-nm GNRs in their samples were
not SWNTs present from contamination or other causes due to their topographical
resemblance to SWNTs. They performed, for example, surface-enhanced Raman
measurements on many GNR samples deposited on Au substrates and did not observed
any radial breathing modes intrinsic to SWNTs. Furthermore, unlike SWNTs, all of
their w ¡ 10nm GNRs were semiconductors which form as mixtures in which one-
third of the nanotubes are metallic. They observed, besides regularly shaped ribbons,
ribbons coming off larger pieces of graphene with varying widths along the ribbon
length Figure 2.6 and graphene structures that were shaped irregularly, such as wedges
, GNRs with bends and kinks Figure 2.7”.

Figure 2.7: Graphene Nanoribbon with interesting morphologies and graphene-
junctions.

They ”observed graphene nanoribbon narrowing down to a diminishing width
and to a point Figure 2.7indicate that the GNRs reaching true nanometer dimensions
with potentially atomic scale smoothness can be formed. Graphene molecular
electronics with varying band gaps along the ribbon can utilize the GNRs that have
segments of different widths . It is noteworthy that through the joining of two GNRs
with edges along well-defined atomic lattice of graphene (such as zigzag edges), they
observed GNR junctions with sharp kinks at 120 angle Figure 2.7.” Single-layered
GNRs exhibited remarkable mechanical flexibility and resilience. Even when they
were mechanical bend and folded, they did not display any obvious signs of breakage.
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2.1.3.2 Unzipping Carbon Nanotubes

It is currently challenging to make GNRs using lithographic or chemical
methods. It is hard to get GNRs with level edges and manageable widths at high
produces. Because they are modest and low-cost, and arrive to GNRs with determined
form, unzipping carbon nanotubes seem to be a very interesting process.

We see, here, one of the mechanisms of a managed unzipping of CNTs to yield
GNRs by an Ar plasma etching technique [34]. They initially inserted ”Multiwall
Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs)” in a ”Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) layer as an
”etching mask” Figure 2.8 before they removed a longitudinal band of carbon atoms
from the CNTs’ lateral walls. Pristine MWCNTs (diameter, 418 nm) synthesized by
an arc discharge were briefly dispersed in a 1% surface-active substance solution by
concise sonication and accumulated onto a Si layer. The top of the MWCNTs was
spin-coated with a 300nm thick film of PMMA.

The thin layer of PMMAMWCNT was skinned off in a KOH solution
Figure 2.8 after it was baked. Due to the conformal PMMA covering on the substrate,
the MWCNTs embedded in the follow-on PMMA film had a thin ribbon of side wall
not included by PMMA. Then, many times, the thin layer of PMMAMWCNT was
disclosed to a 10W Ar plasma Figure 2.8 . The top side walls of MWCNTs were
etched quicker and took off by the plasma due to the protection afforded by the PMMA.
Conditional upon the diameter and quantity of layers of the beginning MWCNT and
the etching period, monolayer, bilayer and multilayer GNRs and GNRs with inner
CNT cores Figure 2.8 were produced. Then, the ”PMMA film” was ”contact-printed”
and attached to a Si layer with a 500nm thick layer of SiO2 after it was etched. Finally,
acetone vapor was used to remove the PMMA film. This was tailed by calcinations
(in 3000C during 10min) to eliminate the polymer remainder that was on the objective
substrate. This left GNRs on the substrate.

”Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)” shown the existence of single-layered
GNRs, which can be simply detached and demonstrate even widths and mainly
straight edges over their whole length. The speed of unzipping was understood to
be autonomous of the nanotubes’ diameter. ”Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)”,
”infrared spectroscopy”, thermo gravimetric analysis (so as to explore the essence of
the oxygen usefulnesses), and X-ray spreading study were used to characterize the
GNRs. Decreasing handling with hydrazine to reestablish some of the lost joining
caused by the sp3 flaws can, to a certain extent, be used to remove the oxygen
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Figure 2.8: ”GNR from CNT”

usefulnesses positioned at the edges and the external part of the layer. A substantial
growth in the electrical conductivity results from this.

Nevertheless, the equivalent GNRs yet comprise remaining oxidized flaw sites,
and their electronic features are lesser to those of mechanically exfoliated graphene
sheets.

Raman spectroscopy further characterized the GNRs. In general this serves as
a so potent instrument for the examination of carbon-based materials. With respect to
the number of deposited layers, the line form of the second-order Raman strip (2D) is
so subtle. The existence of single-layer, bilayer, and trilayer GNRs was suggested in
this case. In addition, the attendance of actual defect/poor sheets was revealed by the
intensity ratio of the D and G bands (ID/IG). The open edges are mainly responsible
for the defects. While the etching time was intensified to 20s or extended, more defects
were obtained.

2.1.3.3 Lithography

A ”suitable lithographic technique could allow the patterning of the ultimate,
one-atom thick nano-electronics that can operate initially most likely in combination
with semiconductor-based circuitry. However, with the potential that shortly graphene
only circuitry will become possible. Two conditions have to be fulfilled to utilize the
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advantages arising from the possibility of graphene lithographic patterning. The first
condition deals with the width of the GNRs and it has to be controlled down to a few
nanometers in order to be able to achieve gap values that will allow room temperature
operation. The second condition is concerned with the crystallographic orientation of
the GNRs and it has to be precisely controlled because a disorientation of only a few
degrees can completely ruin the gap”.

• E-beam Lithography Electron beam lithography which is the first technique of
high-resolution lithographic is used to yield GNRs. The least width of GNR
was, regrettably, restricted in the variety of 20 to 500 nm [29, 31]. It was
much too big for a room temperature process of GNR-based Nanoelectronic.
Furthermore, control of the crystallographic alignment cannot be reached by e-
beam lithography in a direct way.

Figure 2.9: Schematics of fabrication for graphene channel: (a) The transferred
graphene films, (b) e-beam irradiation on the bi-layer resists, (c) pattern transfer to
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) resists with XR-1541 barriers, (d) reactive ion
etching (RIE), (e) lift-off process, and (f) cross-sectional view after RIE .

A positive or negative photo resist is uniformly smeared to the substrate surface
in this procedure. Whether developed regions expire or persevere through
disclosure is determined by the positive and negative designation Figure ref
fig: g7. The material (methyl methacrylate) poly (PMMA), a artificial polymer
of methyl methacrylate liquefied in a fluid solvent is the positive typical e-beam
resist used for applications organizing Figure 2.9.

To certify uniform distribution, although the film thickness to reach depths of
multiple hundred nm, a photo resist, whatever the type, is spin-coated on the
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substrate. The casting solvent is now overheated by presenting heat to the
substrate. The photoresist is exposed in a predetermined pattern using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM). In the circumstance of PMMA, disclosure of the
polymer leads to rupture into fragments. Immersing the sample in a developer
is in the last step. Normally, a solution of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) plus
isopropyl alcohol (IPA) are used in a ratio of one to three to dissolve the exposed
areas.

Further steps, such as plasma etching and wire bonding, may be needed to
complete the process, depending on the application. These extra phases only
add to the hours required for a lithography model substrate.

• STM Lithography

The concurrent control of the width down to the nanometer range and accurate
control of the crystallographic alignment is made possible by scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) lithography. The main benefits of the STM comprises in its
capability to: (i) offer atomic resolution structural info, (ii) adjust the sample
surface at the atomic scale, (iii) offer info on the atomic structure Object form
(after the procedure), (VI) the ability to investigate the electronic structure of
nano made object.

The first images of atomic resolution will be taken on the graphene sheet atomic
flat in this process. Afterwards, to set the alignment of axes of graphene
in a suitable direction, the sample is rotated. By using a fixed bias voltage
(considerably greater than that used for imaging) and at the same time moving
the STM tip at a fixed speed to etch the wanted geometry, the graphene layer is
then cut. The STM tip will be at ground potential.

However, the etching’s microscopic method is not still fully recognized. Break
of carbon-carbon bonds through field emitted electrons accompanied with the
burning surface can probably be assigned to an electron transfer chemically
enhanced reaction at which point carbon atoms react with adsorbed water
molecules are took off the surface of the graphite as vaporous molecules [25].
The water adsorbed on the surface of the sample appears to play a critical part
in the engraving. A computer code written to specifically allowing the control
of various parameters controls the entire lithographic process. the potential
of applied bias and the tip’s speed are found to be crucial parameters during
patterning. A graphene nanoribbon cut by STM lithography is presented in
Figure 2.10.

Cutting GNRs having a width of a few nanometers, two parallel straits are
placed next to each other. A limitation induced gap will be open for fixed
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Figure 2.10: ”GNRs drive by STM lithography” (G. Dobrik et al., 2010 [25]).

armchair GNRs due to the decrease of the length over which the graphene layer
is stretched [25]. It is widely recognized from the study of carbon nanotubes
that this is corresponding to the cutting the graphene scattering in relations to the
first Brillion zone.

The location of the flat surfaces which cross cones in the neighborhood of the K
point in zone Brillion is defined by the space between the edges of the armchair
formation GNR. Figure 2.10 shows the GNRs cut through STM lithography,
one straight and one that has been etched to join an armchair GNR with zigzag
GNR. actually, as the zigzag GNR will all the time remain metallic, whereas
the armchair GNR may have a limitation induced gap, like a ”30o” ”knee” may
comprise a nanoscale diode.

The GNRs atomic structure should be inspecting in its central area and on
the edges after it was cut. As shown in Figure 2.11, the same STM tip was
utilized in the lithographic procedure is often appropriate to take images of
atomic resolution on the recently sampled GNR. It can be observed that in
the edge region, due to the scattering process, superstructures and electronic
interfaces occur [25]. Most to be expected, well designed, controlled oxidation
of edges [25] can be ulitize to smooth down the rough edges to more anticipated
formations, with lessen or no diffusion and control of the width of GNR by
gentler procedure compare to STM lithography.

Figure ?? shows that STM lithography is capable, by itself, to create GNRs with
widths as small as 2.5 nm; still with none these joined procedures lithography
and oxidation. The STS gauging disclose that such GNR has a bandgap of about
0.5 eV which is well within the range that allows the operation of the ambient
temperature of the circuit built from such GNRs.

The one at a time successive lithography of structures using STM lithography
(while related for basic science) is so slow and so costly for practical requests
and can be disturbing for some. The Millipede idea advanced by IBM [32], and
enormously similar multi-tip collections used in dip pen nanolithography (55
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Figure 2.11: ”Atomic resolutions STM image” (G.Dobrik et al., 2010 [25]).

000 autonomous boards operating all together) [25], are similar solutions that
can be used easily solve this problem.

2.2 Graphene Nanoribbon Field Effect Transistor

Carriers, ”in a conventional MOSFET, are restricted to a direction normal to the
channel, and they are free to move in two dimensions [1]. We can now make structures
that restrict carriers in two dimensions such that they are free to move only in one
direction”. These structures are referred to as 1-D nanoribbon. The ability to fabricate
field effect transistors from nanoribbon has, in the past few years, progressed rapidly
[33–35].

2.2.1 Device Structure of GNRFET Nanoribbon Field Effect Transistor

The structure of GNRFET basically resembles the structure of MOSFET except
that the silicon channel is replaced by the graphene nanoribbon. Nevertheless, to
improve the performance of the device, the arrangement keeps changing. The structure
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Figure 2.12: the narrowest GNR produced by lithography patterning, of 2.5 nm width.
STS shows that ”it has a confinement-induced gap of the order of 0.5 eV” (G.Dobrik
et al., 2010 [25]).
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of GNRFET will be discussed in this section. The structure is categorized as: single
gate GNRFET, wrapped gate GNRFET, and double gate GNRFET

2.2.1.1 Single Gate GNRFET

The single gate GNRFET has one gate, which is either at the bottom or top of
the structure. The bottom gate structure Figure 2.13 is not enhanced for decent gate
control and conquest of short channel properties even though it has the benefit of easy
construction, [36].

Figure 2.13: Single gate (Bottom gate electrode) GNRFET

Top-gated devices Figure 2.14with high-k dielectrics are of significant interest
because they can considerably ”reduce the required switching voltage and allow
independently addressable device arrays and functional circuits” [37].

2.2.1.2 Wrapped Gate GNRFET

The wrapped gate GNRFET Figure 2.15 is the most stimulating for
construction. It, still, suggests perfect gate control [36], i.e. it is able to overcome
short channel effects, such as ”drain-induced barrier lowering” and ”punch-through”
effects.
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Figure 2.14: Single gate (Top gate electrode) GNRFET (Dr. Lei Liao et al., 2010
[37]).

Figure 2.15: ”Wrapped Gate”.
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2.2.1.3 Double Gate GNRFET

The third structure (the double gate GNRFET) is proposed by many researchers
Figure 2.16. A graphene nanoribbon is sandwiched between the two gates of this
structure. It has the benefits of good gate control and simple fabrication [36].

Figure 2.16: Double gate graphene Nanoribbon (GNR) FET.

Thus, it is the most suitable structure to perform closer to ideality in the
nanoscale regime by overcoming short channel effects. The multiple gate geometry,
however, offers smaller improvement (in terms of the on-current and transconductance)
than it does for Si MOSFETs [36]. Using a double gate structure does not double
the transconductance but it increases it. In contrast, double gate Si FETs has been
keenly studied to understand the potential advantage of the on-current over their
single gate counterpart. This is because a double gate structure results to a gate
insulator capacitance that is two times larger for a transistor that operates at the
conventional MOSFET limit (in which the semiconductor capacitance is far larger
than the gate insulator capacitance). Hence, it results in a total gate capacitance and
transconductance that is twice larger.

The overall capacitance of gate is restricted using the semiconductor
capacitance and it is autonomous of the gate insulator capacitance for a transistor that
functions at the quantum capacitance boundary (thus the insulator of capacitance of
the gate is far greater compared to the semiconductor channels capacitance) [7, 38].
An enhancement of the entire capacitance of gate and the transconductance does not
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result from double gate geometry. The GNRFET has a one dimensional channel with
a monolayer of carbon atoms. It operates nearer to the quantum capacitance boundary
compared to does Silicon FETs due to its slight semiconductor capacitance (because
of a small density of states). Therefore, the use of multiple gate structures has less
advantage.

2.2.2 Operation of GNRFET

The basic operation principles of GNRFET are the same as that of conventional
MOSFET. The operation of two different structures is discussed in this section. The
first structure is known as Schottky-barrier GNRFET and the other one is MOSFET-
like GNRFET. Different transistor operations results from the structure between these
two GNRFETs, even though the structure is only slightly different.

2.2.2.1 Schottky-Barrier GNRFET

If transistors have unalike device constructions, they can work in dissimilar
methods. The gate, for a customary MOSFET with greatly doped source and drain
additions, modulates conductance of the channel. Schottky barriers (SBs) shape
amongst the links and the channel, and an SB-FET Figure 2.17 is obtained if the
profoundly doped semiconductor source and drain are substituted through a metal
source and drain. By modulating the tunneling current through the SBs at the
two ends of the channel, the transistor manners beyond the threshold is attained
[33, 36, 38–42, 42].

The SB-GNRFET works with the ”principle of direct tunneling through the
Schottky barrier at the source channel junction”. The gate voltage controls the barrier
width. A large barrier limits the current in the channel at a low gate bias. ”Current
flow in the transistor channel” increases when the gate bias is increased thus reducing
the barrier width, which in turn increases quantum mechanical tunneling through the
barrier. In SB-GNRFETs, ”the gate modulates the quantum tunneling current through
the SB” [39].

The IV characteristics of SB-GNRFET are ambipolar and greatly contingent
upon the GNR width as indicated by the results in the literature [36]. This is due to
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Figure 2.17: Schottky-barrier GNRFET (SB-GNRFET).

the fact that the GNR’s band-gap is nearly in reverse related to its width. It would
be interesting to see if the ambipolar specificication can be repressed by scheming the
SB heights. from the time when the ambipolar specification rises the leakage current
and is not chosen for complementary metal oxide semiconductor requests. It could be
anticipated, for instance, that electron convey would be favored when the SB height for
electrons reduces, and the hole convey would be favored if the SB height for electrons
rises.

However, the imitated IV features in the literature [36], show that engineering
the SB height does not alter the quality characteristics ambipolar property of the IV
feature when the gate oxide is slim. This is because electrode of the gate can efficiently
monitor the field from the source and drain for a slim oxide of gate. The SB is nearly
transparent if its thickness is almost the same as the gate insulator’s height. Therefore,
engineering the thickness of SB has a minor consequence on the quality characteristics
property of the ID-VG features. An analogous event has been formerly observed and
confirmed in CNT SBFETs.

When the channel length is scaled below 10 nm a major growth of the least
leakage current is detected [36] since the minor effective mass eases robust sourcedrain
tunneling. Therefore, the SB-GNRFET does not assure the extension of the final
scaling boundary of Si MOSFETs. However, the inherent switching velocity of a GNR
SBFET is various times quicker than that of Si MOSFETs, and this could arrive to
hopeful high-speed electronics approach, if the large leakage of GNR SBFETs is of
less interest.
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2.2.2.2 MOSFET-like GNRFET

Since it uses heavily doped terminals instead of metal, the structure of
MOSFET-like GNRFET Figure 2.18 device is slightly different from that of SB-
GNRFET. This device is formed in order to overcome problems in SB-GNRFET by
operating like normal MOSFET. The source and drain terminals are heavily doped
like MOSFET, unlike SB-GNRFET. It is therefore called MOSFET-like GNRFET
[36–40].

Figure 2.18: MOSFET-like GNRFET.

A ”higher gate capacitance, higher transconductance, higher on/off current
ratio and a higher on-state current is possessed by the doped sourcedrain contact device
[40]. A lower switching delay results from the higher on-state current, and a higher
intrinsic cut-off frequency in the doped sourcedrain contact device” results from higher
transconductance.

the sourcechannel ”flat band condition”, the gate voltage ”modulates both the
tunnel and the thermal barrier in the doped sourcedrain contact devices. There is
consensus that MOSFET-type GNRFETs, in ideal devices, perform better in terms of
on/off current ratio, intrinsic switching delay and intrinsic cut-off frequency” [39,40].

The ”on-state current in the MOSFET like GNRFET is one order of magnitude
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higher than the zero-Schottky barrier contact GNRFET. This is because, in the on-
state, the gate potential modulates both the thermal and the tunnel barrier of MOSFET
like GNRFET, while it only modulates the tunnel barrier of the metal Schottky contact
GNRFET that limits the on-state current”.

2.3 Type Complementary metal oxide semiconductor base on metal

Complementary metaloxidesemiconductor (CMOS) is a technology for
constructing integrated circuits as shown in Figure 2.19. ”CMOS technology is used
in microcontrollers, microprocessors, RAM, and further digital logic circuits. CMOS
is also used for numerous analog circuits for example image sensors (CMOS sensor),
data converters, and highly integrated transceivers for many kinds of communication”.
Make classify the type of completely metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) depend on
metal will be explain and defined as

Figure 2.19: a) MOS structure (b) Symbols used at the circuit level.-like GNRFET.

2.3.1 Silicon Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (SiCMOS)

”Technology refers to the use of a layered silicon-insulator-silicon substrate
in place of conventional silicon substrates in semiconductor manufacturing,
especially microelectronics, to reduce parasitic device capacitance, thereby improving
performance. [43] SOI-based devices differ from conventional silicon-built devices in
that the silicon junction is above an electrical insulator, typically silicon dioxide or
sapphire (these types of devices are called silicon on sapphire, or SOS)”.
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”The choice of insulator depends largely on intended application, with
sapphire being used for high-performance radio frequency (RF) and radiation-
sensitive applications, and silicon dioxide for diminished short channel effects in
microelectronics devices. The insulating layer and topmost silicon layer also vary
widely with application. The first industrial implementation of SOI was announced by
IBM in August 1998”. [44] in this section give more detail for CMOS by using silicon.

”Silicon in its pure or intrinsic state is a semiconductor. Having a bulk electrical
resistance somewhere between that of a conductor and an insulator. The conductor of
silicon can be varied over several orders of magnitude by introducing impurity atoms
into the silicon crystal lattice”. These dopants may either supply free electrons or holes.
Impurity elements that use electrons are referred to as acceptors sine they accept some
of the electrons already in the silicon. Leaving vacancies or holes.

Similarly, donor elements provide electrons. ”Silicon that contains a majority
of donors is known as n-type and that which contains a majority of acceptors is known
p-type when p-type and n-type materials are brought together. The region where the
silicon changes from n-type to p-type is called junction. ”The silicon semiconductor
processing has evolved sophisticated techniques for building these junctions and other
structures having special properties as shown in Figure 2.20

”When these two types of semiconductor materials are closely joined, any shift
of the equilibrium distribution among energy levels can cause a current to flow across
the p-n junction” Figure 2.19and Figure 2.20).

”In semiconductor devices, a voltage applied to the junction provides a shift
in the Fermi level (the deviation from statistical, or Boltzmann, electron population
distribution) on opposite sides of the junction, and electrons move toward the p-type
region, while holes simultaneously flow into the n-type region”.

”In some cases, the system can relax back to the equilibrium electron
distribution through the emission of a photon by the spontaneous emission process.
The band gap of the material determines the energy of the emitted photon”.

”Emission of light resulting from the recombination of electrons and holes
in the p-n junction region is the underlying mechanism of the light emitting diode
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Figure 2.20: Doping of silicon semiconductor
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(LED), which is directly related to diode laser function. Illustrated in Figure 2.21is a
representation of the band structure from a typical p-n semiconductor junction”.

Figure 2.21: ” p-n semiconductor junction”

2.3.2 Carbon nanotube completely metal oxide semiconductor (CNTCMOS)

The physical structure and electronic properties of carbon nanotube (CNT) that
are illustrate in this section. The CNTs are actually a 2D graphene layer which rolled
up to become a 1D nanotube with symmetry axial and exhibiting a spiral conformation.

The diameter of nanotube is normally about 0.7 nm-10 nm, which is less than
de Broglie wavelength. Although the basic shape of CNT is cylinder, many possible
structures can be form such as chiral nanotube, armchair nanotube and zigzag nanotube
(Saito et al., 1998). This is due to the direction of the hexagon is arbitrarily without
any distortion.

The rolled up direction for CNT is specified by the chiral vector, which is the
vector of circumference in x-y plane of graphene sheet” as shown in Figure 2.22 shows
that the types of CNTs are either zigzag”, armchair, or chiral depend on chiral vector.
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Hence, the chiral vector is a very important parameter in determining the physical and
electronics properties of CNTs.

Figure 2.22: ”The structures of eight allotrope of carbon ”

Semiconducting carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are taking into account to be
hopeful channel substances for the next-generation nanoelectronic components,
specifically, for high-speed field-effect transistors (FETs) [35]. After almost fifteen
years of thorough examination, substantial improvement has been made in the
construction of CNT-based nanoelectronic devices [45] and the physics of the CNT
FET has been definitely settled [46].

P-type [53] and n-type CNT FETs have been produced, showing outstanding
execution turning to the ballistic boundary. However, improvement in fabricating CNT
FET-based integrated circuits (ICs) has been at a low rate of speed. While various
fundamental logic gates, comprising NOT, NAND, NOR, AND, OR and the more
complicated five-stage ring oscillator have been constructed CNT-based logical circuits
which are more complicated than an XOR gate have not been realized.

Especially, a full adder base on CNT, that is a fundamental operating block
in the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) of the up-to-date digital computer, has not been
fabricated. Moreover to the famous contests related to production resources, such as
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controlling situation and chirality in CNT growth, CNT-based nanoelectronic circuits
have barely been counted at the architectural level, and many significant questions stay
unreturned.

Of specific concern is the issue of deciding the most appropriate circuit design
formation for CNT-based ICs. A perfect design formation for CNT-based ICs should
accomplish minimally the succeeding two requests.

First and most basic requisite is that circuit blocks designed with such a circuit
formation must possess enough signal gain and driving capability to assurance signal
loyalty and propagation in the circuit.

Another prerequisite is that the design formation should take the full benefit
of the superb possessions of CNT FETs and use as few transistors as possible while
functioning at higher velocity and/or with lesser power dissipation as traditional
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) formations as shown in Figure
below

Figure 2.23: ”p- and n-FETs on a single CNT”
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Figure 2.24: carbon nanotube CMOS

2.3.3 Graphene nanoribbon completely metal oxide semiconductor (GNR
CMOS)

A ”complementary logic inverter was fabricated by integrating two transistors
of the opposite type on the same flake of a monolayer graphene. The voltage
transfer characteristics as shown in Figure 2.25that is the fabricated inverter exhibit
clear voltage inversion. Dynamic pulse measurements display characteristic NOT
functionality when the inverter is operated with a CMOS input voltage swing and
supply voltage”.

”Although application of the present inverter is limited by power consumption
and inability for direct cascading, its realization demonstrates feasibility of using
graphene as a substrate on which complete electronic circuits can be integrated.In
Figure below given more detail The measured DC voltage transfer characteristics of the
fabricated complementary graphene inverter (solid lines) and a resistive-load inverter
(dashed lines) obtained by replacing the p-type transistor by a resistor”.

The ”characteristics are represented by the output voltage VOUT and absolute
value of the voltage gain A = dVOUT /dVIN as functions of the input voltage” VIN at
T = 3 K [47]

From Chek, D. C. is that ”analytical modeling of high performance single-
walled carbon nanotube field-effect-transistor. The performance and electrical
properties for low and high mobility 80nm CNT models are compared, verified and
found to VTC” as shown in Figure 2.26.
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Figure 2.25: the voltage transfer characteristics (VTC) for graphene

However,”good result agreement with experimental data. The high mobility
model has mobility 20 times that of the low mobility model with carrier concentration
around ≈ 108 . Low DIBL in the high mobility model indicates that the threshold
voltage is less dependent on drain bias voltage”. [48]

2.4 Inverter

The structures of CMOS inverter are NMOS and PMOS recounts the inverter
structure using ideal switches. The input to the inverter is the voltage VIN if the input
voltage is high, the lower switch closes to discharge the capacitive load. If the input
low then the top switch to charge up the capacitive load. At no time or very short time
are both switches on, which prevent DC current from flowing from the positive power
supply to ground.

A simple implementation of the ”p- channel and n-channel” devices shown
in Figure 2.27 and Figure 2.29. This circuit acts like the switching circuits; the ”p-
channel” has exactly the ”opposite characteristics of the n-channel transistor. When
the input voltage is high, the p-channel transistor is off, and the n-channel” is on.

When the input voltage is low, the ”p-channel transistor is on, and the n-channel
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Figure 2.26: ”VTC for CNTFET” [48]

transistor is off. In transition region”, both transistors are saturated, and the circuit
operates with a large voltage gain.

Figure 2.27: the CMOS inverter, a) VIN is high, b) VIN is low, c) CMOS inverter

2.5 Applications of Monolayer Graphene

Device applications of monolayer graphene and due to the ease of fabrication
the first graphene transistors made were micron long and wide devices. Transport
characteristics of such 2D graphene FETs will be discussed in the following section.
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Figure 2.28: structure inverter(model chart,silicon wafer

The zero bandgap nature of single layer graphene limits the achievable current
modulation of the channel.

It is found that the current density in 2D graphene devices is high: current
densities in the 1.5−2A/mm range have been measured, comparable to Si-MOSFETs
although not exceeding III-V Nitride HEMTs.

2.5.1 2D graphene FETs

Graphene offers advantages for interconnects due to high current carrying
capacity despite its single layer nature. Graphene is also being considered as a possible
channel material for transistor technology. So far, graphene has been studied mostly
at low biases, but for applications in practical devices, it is essential to investigate
the high-field transport properties. High current drives were measured by pushing
the devices up to breakdown. The saturation current density for many 2D graphene
samples has been measured to be in the 1.5− 2A/mm range. Gate modulation of the
drain current is found to depend strongly on the channel length. [49, 50].

Exfoliated graphene flakes on heavily n-type doped ”silicon wafers with
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Figure 2.29: Schematic of a back gated 2D graphene FET fabrication

tox = 300 nm thick thermal oxide” from Graphene Industries were used for the
experiments. ”Single layer graphene flakes were identified by Raman spectroscopy
(inset of Figure 2.29 (a)). The wafers were backside-metalized after oxide removal
in HF to form back-gate contacts. E-beam evaporated Cr/Au (2/200 nm) was used to
define the drain and source contacts, which were patterned by e-beam lithography. The
source-drain separations ranged from L = 250 nm - 8 im. After metal deposition and
lift-off, the samples were annealed” in forming gas at∼ 650Kfor ∼ 2 hours to remove
the e-beam resist residue [51].

The device is ”measured using a semiconductor parameter analyzer in ambient
environment and in vacuum, at room temperature and at 77 K. The drain currents of
the FETs were first measured at a low bias of VDS = 20 mV, while the gate voltage
was varied over a wide range. The gate leakage current was many orders of magnitude
lower than the drain current”.

Figure 2.30 shows the representative transfer characteristics of a long- and a
short-channel FET. Over the same range of gate overdrives, the long channel FET
was observed to exhibit higher gate modulation (∼ 8x) than the short-channel FETs
(∼ 2x). The field-effect mobilities that were calculated to be ∼ 2000 - 4000 cm2/V.s
for long-channel FET and ∼ 200 cm2/V.s for short-channel FET respectively. These
characteristics remained similar at different pressures, as well as at lower temperature.

saturation current densities in the 1.5 - 2 A/mm range have been measured
in exfoliated 2D graphene FETs, comparable to Si-MOSFETs and III-V Nitride
HEMTs. Contact-induced short channel effects cause a strong degradation of the
gate modulation of the drain current, which should have implications on the scaling
of graphene devices. The high current drives in graphene are achieved at far lower
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Figure 2.30: IDS as a function of VG at VDS = 20 mV for short-channel

2D carrier concentrations and longer channel lengths, implying that the current drives
in graphene FETs is superior to conventional semiconductors. This can be a clear
advantage for a number of applications, including those for RF amplifiers and circuits
where the zero bandgap is not of the utmost concern. [47]

2.5.2 Epitaxial graphene RF FETs on SiC for analog applications

”Epitaxial graphene FETs were fabricated on 2-3 layer graphene on Si-face 4H
SiC. According to AFM and LEEM characterization and Raman measurements the
graphene thickness is 1.9 layers in average over the wafer [11]. Graphene is patterned
by optical lithography and etched it in O2 plasma. Using the same resist-pattern the
SiC is etched 100 nm deep in CF4 plasma to facilitate the sticking of the metal contacts
on the surface”.

”Cr/Au source/drain contacts and e-beam evaporated Al2O3/Ti/Au top gate
(tox = 15 nm) have been deposited to form field effect transistors (FETs). For increased
RF performance short gates were fabricated using e-beam lithography. The channel
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lengths of the devices range from 1 - 4 um and the gate length is 1 - 2 um in optically
defined and 40 - 500 nm in e-beam patterned devices. Standard ground-signal-ground
probing pads are lithographically realized for the gate and drain. Open structures were
used to de-embed the signals of the parasitic pad-capacitance”. [52]

Figure 2.31: ”saturating of graphene . [1]”

reasonable current modulation and current saturation was observed as shown
Figure 2.31 . However, with scaling of the gate length, the gate modulation and current
saturation properties degraded substantially, indicating the need for improvement of
material quality and gate material processing. In spite of the weak gate modulation, it
is possible to envision usage of graphene FETs in low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) if RF
performance improves. In addition, single layers of almost transparent graphene may
be transferred to flexible insulating substrates, which can offer low-cost high frequency
performance. ”Small signal performance of devices with gate-lengths between 2 m and
0.5 m on epitaxially grown graphene were measured. The used bias-conditions for the
FETs are VDS = 10 V and VGS = 2 V” [1].

2.5.3 Wafer-scale 2D graphene FETs

The compatibility of graphene with planar fabrication technology is often
quoted as an advantage of graphene, even years ago, when only isolated exfoliated
graphene flakes were available. As the graphene production technology advanced
over the years 4 epitaxial graphene on SiC and 12 CVD graphene on oxidized Si
became widely available. Exfoliated graphene is still considered to have superior
material quality due to its single-crystal nature contrary to the multigrain structure of
the grown graphenes. Moreover the high temperature growth causes ridge formation
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upon cooldown due to the mismatch in the thermal expansion of graphene and the
substrate.

The observed on/off ratio and mobility in 2D epitaxial graphene devices are
usually smaller than in exfoliated graphene but minimum conductivity in epi-graphene
is decreasing at low temperature unlike in exfoliated devices. The current density at
high bias is higher for epitaxial graphene due to the better thermal conductance of the
substrate as shown Figure 2.32

Figure 2.32: characteristics of 2D epitaxial graphene FETs. [1]
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Figure 2.33: ”showing uniform intensity over large for I-V” [1]

2.5.4 Long channel graphene FET model

We talk about high bias condition when the approximation of unipolar carrier
concentration in the channel is not valid. Due to the zero bandgap in graphene the gate
cannot impose a barrier to the conduction; it can only control the carrier concentration
of the channel. In this regime the drain may influence the carrier concentration locally
by injecting opposite type of carriers into the channel.

If the bias is further increased the saturation is not maintained, but an ambipolar
channel forms Figure 2.34 and the drain current starts to increase again.

2.6 Summary

In the practice of graphene electronics, ”variability and defects are expected
to play an important role. For example, variability can come from the difficulty of
control of the GNR width, edge roughness, or oxide thickness during fabrication. Due
to a charge impurity in the gate insulator or a lattice vacancy, defects may occur during
fabrication and can result to a large performance variation or a non-functional device”.
It is found that the current density in 2D graphene devices is high: current densities in
the 1.5-2 A/mm range have been measured, comparable to Si-MOSFETs although not
exceeding III-V Nitride HEMTs.

”State-of-the-art etching techniques are far from atomistic resolution that edge
roughness is projected to play an important role in GNRCMOS [34]. The important
roles in GNRCMOS will be played by edge scattering, optical phonon scattering, and
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Figure 2.34: ”Schematic band diagram of a graphene channel” [1]
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defect scattering [6]. The effect of edge roughness on MOSFET was reported in the
literature” [43].

There is a consensus, across these studies, ”that edge roughness effects reduce
ION and increase IOFF, with the effect of edge roughness increasing as GNR width
is decreasing. Especially at short channel lengths [44], edge roughness effects of the
same degree, but with atomically different edge configurations, are also expected to
contribute in increased variability across devices” [43].

Therefore, to optimize the performance of GNRFETs, ”it is important to
improve the edge quality. A charge impurity in the gate oxide, for SBFETs, behaves as
a fixed external charge that plays an important role on the self-consistent electrostatic
potential. Since device characteristics are affected most severely when it is located
close to the source because the SB between source and GNR is affected the location of
the charge impurity in the gate oxide is important”.



CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research involves simulation study to investigate the I-V characteristic of
GNR based CMOS. The simulation study is fulfilled using MATLAB for GNR. Then
the simulation for CMOS is achieved using tunnel tools.

Basically, the methodology employed to achieve the desired targets started with
a review of literatures that put the base for this research. Taking the ideas obtained in
the literature survey, modeling the device is executed followed by selection of suitable
model parameters.

All through this research, the GNRCMOS model is developed by studying
previous models of carbon based 1-D devices, particularly; GNRs. With the model
developed, simulation of the overall system is performed using MATLAB and tunnel
software(T-spice) as a simulation tool. Comparison together GNRCMOS and SiCMOS
and which one is the better.

The simulation data from MATLAB will then being verified and compared
with the simulation part SiCMOS . After the agreement has been obtained, SiCMOS
and GNRCMOS analysis will be carried out to comparison between them. Basically,
the research activities can be divided into four categories, which are

• Literature review, which includes the studies of published materials and
resources.

• study challenging in graphene step by step and how can application parameter

• Modelling, in which the carrier concentration, mobility and I-V model will be
established.
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• Numerical simulation and comparison with experimental data using MATLAB
and T-spice software

• Analysis I-V curve which it relation ship between IDS and VDS.

• Analysis gain , the GNRCMOS and SiCMOS analysis will be carried out in spice
and MATLAB.

The literature review includes the studies of published resources, such as
Graphene band structure, carrier statistics, carrier transport, I-V characteristics and
so on.CNT band structure, carrier statistics, carrier transport, I-V characteristics and
so on. The problems or gaps of these published GNRFET models were being identified
in order to establish the research direction. Next, the modelling of graphene was
carried out which includes the carrier concentration modelling, mobility modelling
and I-V characteristics modelling. Along these main modelling, there are a lot of
secondary modelling needed, such as energy band model, density of state model,
velocity model and capacitance model. These secondary models were built based on
the previous works and published models. Both p-type and n-type GNRCMOS models
were established in this stage. After the development of the GNRCMOS model,
the simulations using MATLAB and T-spice were required to obtain the GNRCMOS
output characteristics. The results were being compared with SiCMOS experimental
data. In order to get an optimum model which is comparable to experimental data, a
lot of modifications were carried out. Once the agreement with the experimental data
was not obtained, the logic gate such as inverter, NOR, NAND and oscillator ring were
developed based on the predefined GNRCMOS model.

3.1 Importance of GNRCMOS

Along with being problematic for digital electronics, it is consentient
for analog device applications including low-noise amplifiers and radiofrequency
(RF)/millimeter-wave field-effect transistors (FETs). Subsequently from its
uncovering in 2004 [12], graphene has been meditated intensively to make it feasible
for future ”applications to electronic devices”.

”Graphene’s high intrinsic carrier mobility (over 200,000 cm2/Vs at low
temperature for levitated samples [13])”, 400-nm mean free path, and Fermi velocities
of 1/300 the speed of light (108 cm/s) which are 10 that in Si can in principle lead
to high on-state field-effect transistor (FET) currents. Beside this, its true 2-D nature
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makes graphene channels the quality ultra thin body metaloxidesemiconductor field
effect transistor (MOSFET), which is captivating from an electrostatic gate control
point of view. But regrettably it is also a gapless semiconductor that extends to high
off-state leakage and non-saturating drive currents which are obstacle for digital logic.

Graphene also has a unique linear band structure, dissimilar to parabolic E(k)
relation in most semiconductors, that are known as Dirac mass-less Fermions, which
can lead to so-called perfect Klein tunneling though barriers, making graphene FETs
(GFETs) harder to shut off. Despite its unique band structure, transport properties,
and thermodynamic stability, it is still very ideal material for high-frequency FET and
beyond complementary metaloxidesemiconductor (CMOS) nano-electronic devices
[12], [14]. Graphene has appealed its attraction as a high-mobility channel replacement
for Si in MOSFETs for high frequency applications.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of CMOS with H-K (HFO2)

Assuming a simplistic model of the CMOS device so as experiencing for what
the transistor is suppose to be and which prospects of its behavior are significant. As
shown in Figure 3.1is the symbol for an n-type MOSFET, revealing three terminals:
”Gate (G), source (S), and drain (D)”. The recent two are interchangeable because the
device is symmetric.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of CMOS of inverter
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The whole process of VTC calculation can be summarized in flow chart as
shown in Figure 3.3 .

3.2 Research Methodology Flowchart

Figure 3.3: Flow chart of simulation process in MATLAB and tunnel tools

3.3 MODELLING

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the flow chart of GNRCMOS modeling. The main
assumption taken into account for this model is the streamlined carrier velocity
in ballistic GNRCMOS. Due to the high electric field, the carriers will move in
unidirectional and hence only one direction of velocity was considered in the I-V
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expression. Another important assumption is the velocity saturation. ”results show
that the carrier velocity is no longer increase with the electric field in high electric
field”. It saturate at the critical electric field.

The modeling of conductance graphene starts with the verification of a few
parameters. These parameters, which include create gabless, length of GNR, supply
voltage, oxide thickness, types of metal and GNR doping, will act as the inputs for the
carrier concentration model, mobility model, velocity model and I-V model.

The GNR channel was directly affected by G. This is due to the type of metal
being chosen to be the contacts which will indeed influences the resistance at the
channel contact interface and thus carrier concentration in the channel. Besides, the
potential at the top of the barrier relates the carrier concentration to the gate voltage.
”In other words, the gate voltage applied will affect the carrier concentration in the
GNR channel”.

3.4 MATLAB Model and T-spice

In order to compare the developed GNRCMOS model with the SiCMOS,
softwares such as MATLAB and T-spice were needed. The model defined in Figure 3.3
was interpreted in MATLAB and T-spice, together with some predefined constant
values. In this stage, a lot of studies and modifications were necessary in order to
optimize the performance of developed model as well as to verify its validity by
comparing it to experimental data.

A few comparisons have been carried out, which include the p-type and n-
type GNRCMOS for high conductance model. Some parameters such as gate voltage,
drain voltage, oxide thickness, GNR diameter, and so on, were taken to be same as
conventional SiCMOS in order to obtain a fair comparison.

For the T-spice model, tunnel tool was specially used to further conventional
SiCMOS. And this the simulation part to make PMOS and NMOS then combine to
obtain the I-V expression of the conventional. By using this method, the relationship
between the parameter and comparison between SiCMOS and GNRCMOS can be
clearly shown.
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3.5 Analysis of GNRCMOS Gate

After the modelling of GNRCMOS in MATLAB, the GNRPMOS and
GNRNMOS analysis were carried out to combine to gather to GNRCMOS model in
circuit level to obtain I-V curve. After combine to gather GNRPMOS and GNRNMOS
to extract data and apply in calculated VTC curve for GNRCMOS. However from VTC
curve can be analysis of GNRCMOS and calculated the gain,NML and NMH .

From simulation part by using T-spice,the PMOS and NMOS analysis were
carried out to combine to gather to SiCMOS model in circuit level to obtain I-V curve.
After combine to gather PMOS and NMOS to extract data and apply in calculated VTC
curve for CMOS. However from VTC curve can be analysis of CMOS and calculated
the gain, NMLand NMH .

finally, combine to gather GNRCMOS and SiCMOS in MATLAB by using
data of the VTC curve. this combine to make comparison between them by determine
gain for GNRCMOS and SiCMOS and what it is the bester.Then calculated the voltage
input low and voltage input high. the voltage supply for GNRCMOS and SiCMOS is
2.5 volt. However, the voltage output high using in this project to gather is same value
voltage. finally switch threshold voltage as calculate as well.



CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

4.1 Introduction

The results of our study are shown and discussed in details. For simulation
purpose release 10 nm for channel length is used. The structure of GNRCMOS
basically resembles the structure of MOSFET except that the silicon channel is
replaced by the graphene nanoribbon. Nevertheless, to improve the performance
of the device, the arrangement keeps changing. Single gate GNRCMOS structure
is used in this project because it is easy to fabrication. In this project, to
prove performance GNRCMOS better than conventional CMOS than respect Voltage
Transfer Characteristics (VTC) curve and I-V curve to prove that.

The simulation tools introduced in this chapter four are MATLAB and T-spice,
which were mainly used to examine and validate the established GNRCMOS model.
At the end of the chapter, the current characteristics were demonstrated by using
both of this software. It is shown that the comparison SiCMOS and GNRCMOS.
GNRCMOS was model was successfully obtained.

4.2 Comparison between GNR and CNT

From chapter two (literature review) can be make comparison between GNR
and CNT. GNR is thermal properties, makes GNR very suitable for future digital
electronic applications. The power dissipation of GNR is very low as a result. To be
”semiconducting due to the edge effect that makes them more attractive for electronic
device applications. The flat structure of GNRs makes them more easily manipulated
than do CNTs. This is unlike with CNTs, whose are almost impossible to control.
Chirality control and alignment issues typical of CNTs are avoided”. GNRs can be
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produced in a very controllable manner giving the opportunity for us to take advantage
of the unique and well understood electronic properties of CNTs as indicated by recent
experimental progress. GNR is the thermal dissipation problem, ”finding a material
with high thermal conductivity, which can be integrated with Si complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology, is a possible approach to solving the
thermal problem. Diamond and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been considered. They
are, however, not very suited for integration with CMOS because of the large thermal
contact resistance. GNRs, unlike diamonds and CNTs. This suggests GNRs can be an
excellent material for thermal management in the CMOS devices and circuits”.

First, all the junctions between GNRs of different width and directionality have
a perfect atomic interface. For interfacing ”nanotubes of a different diameter and
chirality, this is a feature that is difficult to achieve”.

Second, ”because there usually exists a large contact resistance between the
metal electrodes and molecules (e.g., single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs))
because of a very small contact area, it is generally difficult to find a robust method
to make contact with the molecular device unit. Since the GNR based devices can be
connected to the outside circuits exclusively through metallic GNRs”.

Last, CNT is extremely difficult to undertake doping of a molecular device.
The GNRs have two free edges, ”which may serve as an effective means for doping”
by manipulating their edge terminations.

4.3 Modelling

The current voltage property of the GNRFETs typically do not show saturation,
although there is an exception [15]. This lack of saturation is due to the fact that
graphene is a gapless semiconductor, as well as possibly due to Klein tunneling of
mass-less Dirac fermions near the pinch-off region of the GNRFET. Dissimilar to a
Si MOSFET, in which carriers move with a saturation velocity in the pinch-off region,
electrons in the graphene channel would easily undergo Klein tunneling into the p-type
region, thus preventing current saturation. This is manifestly an obstacle, not only for
digital logic, but also for ”analog applications such as low noise amplifiers (LNA). In
this paper the conductance phenomena based on band formation is employed to predict
a GNRCMOS performance. The valence bands information related to the subbands are
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to a greater extent knotty owing to the conjugated many bands that are increasing and
tricky scattering relations are necessitated”.

”The conductance on big channel can affiliated the ohmic law but in the small
size requests to apply two possible rectifications on this law, rstly, conductance related
to the width nonlinearly which relies on the number of the modes in the conductor that
is quantized parameter. Secondly, interface resistance that is autonomous of the length;
this is based on the Landauer formula. Transport to the other end when the average
probability of insert electron at one end is T” [15] [20-21] [22]
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1/2
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/2
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(
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)
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Then M(E) is mode density which is increases by energy, h is plank constant
and q is electron charge, E is energy and kB is Boltzmann constant. a is equal to√

3 ∗ acc which acc = 1.42Å, t = 3.0eV is the C-C bonding energy, T stands
for temperature which in this work decided 300K as room temperature. The above
equation is substitute by ”mode numbers and corporate with Fermi-Dirac function
conductance which is related to the length of nanoribbon”.

G =
3q2(3πa3t3kBT )

1/2

hL

[
=−1/2 (η) + =−1/2 (−η)

]
(4.2)

The nanoribbon conductance is effected by ”temperature which can be seen
modify the boundary of integral as well. Whereη = (EF − Eg)/kBT is normalized
Fermi energy. Represents Fermi-Dirac integral (=) form conductance” is practicable
to degenerate and nondegenerate systems. Also GNRCMOS conductance model
indicates minimum conductance ”near the charge neutrality point. Based on the
assumed conductance” model current voltage characteristic can be calculated as:

IDn = IDp (4.3)
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Where the lfp is the mobility variation with temperature for PMOS and the lfn
is mobility variation with temperature for NMOS.

The crossover point where VM=VIN=VOUT is called the input threshold the
owing to both mobility and the magnitude of the threshold voltage decrease with
temperature for NMOS and PMOS transistor. The critical voltage then becomes

Vcn = Vcp ⇒
vsatn
µ`fn

Ln =
vsatn
vsatp

Lp (4.5)

Where vsatn is the saturation ”velocity of carriers in the channel for NMOS
and vsatp is the saturation velocity ”of carriers in the channel for PMOS. Since the
PMOS transistor is twice as wide as the NMOS transistor to achieve approximately
equal betas, well have

Ln =
µ`fn

µ`fP

vsatp
vsatn

Lp ≈ 2Lp (4.6)

In equation above the value length of PMOS (Lp) doubled the value length of
NMOS (Ln).Then equation below the value width of NMOS (Wn) nearly equal the
value width of PMOS (Wp).

Wp =
µ`fn

µ`fP

Lp

Ln

Wn
µ`fn

µ`fP

µ`fP

µ`fn

vsatn
vsatp

Wn =
vsatn
vsatp

Wn ≈ Wn (4.7)

4.4 Simulation results

The simulation results of the thesis will be considered in this part as following:
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4.4.1 I-V characteristics

Presented model is employed to characterize a GNRCMOS that it is
combine GNRNMOS and GNRPMOS can be determine by using matlab. Firstly,
simulation GNRNMOS as shown in Figure 4.1 then simulation GNRPMOS as
shown in Figure 4.2 ,subsequently combine them. ”The currents through the
GNRNMOS and GNRPMOS devices must be equal to bring a dc operating points
to be valid. Graphically, this means that the dc points must be placed at the
overlapping points of related load lines. Various points (for VIN = 0, 0.3,0.5, 0.7,
0.9,1.1,1.3,1.5,1.7,1.9,2.1,2.3 and 2.5 V) that they are increment by 0.2 volt. It can be
seen, all operating points are placed either at the high or low output levels”.

Figure 4.1: GNRNMOS

The I-V curve from combine together GNRPMOS and GNRNMOS to outcome
GNRCMOS as shown in Figure 4.3.The differentiate Various VGS for GNRNMOS
and GNRPMOS of I-V curve that as shown in Figure 4.4.

By using T-spice can get I-V curve for conventional CMOS can be show in 4.5.
In the in Figure 4.5 shown simulations to both NMOS and PMOS.
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Figure 4.2: I-V GNRPMOS

Figure 4.3: I-V GNRCMOS
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Figure 4.4: I-V GNRCMOS different VGS

Figure 4.5: I-V CMOS
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In NMOS From simulation different ranges of voltage across gate-to-source
VGS were chosen. For first case VGS is ranging in between 0.5V to 2.5V by an
increment of 0.2V for each step. The other parameters for CMOS are kept for the both
cases. The effective channel width and length are taken 5nm and 10nm respectively.
The gain factorKn is chosen as 110µA/V while 0.4 value is selected for the body-effect
coefficient γ. Fermi potential for simulation is chosen 0.5 is same for both cases.

In this case, drain to source voltages VDD is fixed at 2.5V. The effect of change
in ”gate to source voltage” varies ”the drain current (IDS)”. With increase in VGS , drain
current is also seen increased and it is observed in saturation region for all values of
VGS . For VGS=0.5V, the drain current is 0.8299 µA and it reaches to 402.57 µA when
VGS is increased to 2.5V. In whole this process, the values for W and L are 0.4µm
and 0.2µm respectively as mentioned previously. Figure 4.8 ”shows the relationship
between gate to source voltage VGS and drain current IDS these values are enlisted in
Table 4.1.”

Table 4.1: Relationship between VGSand IDS in SiNMOS

VGS(VOLT) IDS(µA)

2.5 402.57

2.3 316.86

2.1 271.28

1.9 225.03

1.7 134.62

1.5 90.54

1.3 50.334

1.1 1.15

0.9 1.09

0.7 0.9322

0.5 0.8299

PMOS simulation in this case, source voltages VDD is fixed at 2.5V. The effect
of change in ”gate to source voltage ” varies ”the drain current IDS”. With increase in
VGS , drain current is also seen increased and it is observed in saturation region for all
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values of Vgs. For VGS=0.5V, the drain current is 12pA and it reaches to 400.96 µA
when VGS is increased to2.5V. During this process, the values for W and L are also
kept 1.8µm and 0.4µm respectively. Figure 4.7 ”shows the relationship between gate
to source voltage VGS and drain current” IDS and these values are enlisted in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Relationship between VGSand IDS in SiPMOS

VGS(VOLT) IDS(µA)

2.5 400.96

2.3 227.73

2.1 176.83

1.9 130.82

1.7 57.69

1.5 30

1.3 10.25

1.1 0.86

0.9 0.09

0.7 0.005

0.5 0.00012

4.4.2 Voltage Transfer Characteristics (VTC)

For conventional CMOS ”the VTC of the inverter hence shows a very constrict
transition zone. This is due to the high gain during the switching transient, when both
SiNMOS and SiPMOS are on at the same time, and both in saturation. In this operating
region, a little variation in the input voltage will cause a large output variation” all this
variation can be observed Figure 4.6 To make a comparison simulated results for
conventional CMOS (SiCMOS) is presented in Figure 4.7 which indicates simulation
results of an inverter from 70nm process.
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Figure 4.6: Relationships between VIN and VOUT in GNRCOMS (VTC)

Figure 4.7: Relationships between VIN and VOUT (VTC) SiCMOS
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4.4.3 Comparison between conventional CMOS (SiCMOS) and GNRCMOS

From figure below shown comparison between them;

Figure 4.8: VTC of both GNRCMOS and SiCMOS invertors

VTC of static CMOS inverter, by using T-Spice ”VDD = 2.5 V for each
operation region, the modes of the transistors are annotated off, (resistive), or
(saturated). It can be seen, all operating points are placed either at the high or low
output levels. The VTC of the inverter hence shows a very constrict transition zone.
This is due to the high gain during the switching transient, when both NMOS and
PMOS are on at the same time, and both in saturation”.

In this operating, a little variation in ”the input voltage” will cause a ”large
output variation”. All this variation can be observed Figure 4.7. The figure 4.5 shows
relationship between VOUT and VIN . VTC for GNRCMOS is represented blue color
while VTC for CMOS is represented by green color. VIN and VOUT for both CMOS
and GNR are ranging in between 0 to 2.5 volts in both x-axis and y-axis. Therefore
midpoint for the curve isVDD/2 = 1.25 volt for ideal invertor. CMOS is in cut-off
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region when VIN is 0-0.75 volts while it is in saturation when value of VIN is greater
than 0.75 upto 1.12volts.

When VIN is 1.13- 2.5volts, CMOS is said to be in triode region. For GNR, the
cut-off and saturation range of VIN value cannot be determined because it does not has
constant value so GNR can be assumed to be in linear operation. As a comparison for
both the CMOS and GNR it is observed that GNR is better than CMOS because the
saturation region for GNR most likely to be zero or very little while for CMOS, a clear
region of cutoff, saturation and triode can be determined.

Table 4.3: Summary comparison between GNRCMOS and SiCMOS

Parameter SiCMOS GNRCMOS

NML 0.6744 1.156

NMH 1.39 1.053

VM 1.11 1.25

Gain 7.9993 13.2978

VIL 0.9361 1.156

VIH 1.11 1.447

VOL 0.2617 0

VOH 2.5 2.5

4.4.4 Gain

As shown in Figure 4.7 transfer characteristic of both GNRCMOS and
SiCMOS invertors are compared. The performance and electrical properties for NML

and NMH are 1.156 and 1.053 volt respectively GNRCMOS models are compared
with simulation result Si for NML and NMH are 0.6744 and 1.39 volt respectively.
In this case for GNRCMOS is skewed gate has nearly equal noise margin , which
maximizes immunity to noise source but simulation Si result the NML is smaller than
NMH , the gate can be skewed to improve that noise margin at the expense of the
NMH . Then ”NML or NMH means has been successfully fabricated and is able gain
higher than the simulation result for Si. The voltage transfer curve (VTC) of 13.2978
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is achieved while complementary device is 7.999309”.

4.5 Summary

Because of notable electrical property of new materials such as carbon
nanotube and graphene nanoribbon (GNR) are promising materials in the nanoscale
applications. On the other hand GNRs naturally can be involved to the heat sinks
which make them suitable in CMOS technology application as well.

In this project the GNR based CMOS is modeled and comparison study
between GNRCMOS and SiCMOS is reported. The high performance GNRCMOS
characteristics is calculated and low noise margin (NML) around 1.156 volt is reported
also the high noise margin (NMH) around 1.053 volt is calculated. In addition
the voltage transfer curve(VTC) of GNRCMOS with gain magnitude of 13.2978 is
investigated and compared by the SiCMOS device.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Concluding remarks about the results of the project and ”recommendations for
future works based on the ideas discussed here or likely alternatives” that could support
the issues in this project are presented.

5.1 CONCLUSION

Due to challenges down scaling, the silicon technology is estimated to reach
the ultimate size finite in 2020. Another material, the graphene nanoribbon, is at
the top of the substituent list. ”GNRs are graphene sheet monolayers edged along a
specific channel direction with few nanometers channel width. Graphene Nanoribbon
(GNRs) are imagined to be used as the basic building blocks in future electronics due
to their excellent electronic properties such as high mobility and small size resulting
in advantageous electrostatics. Reliant on the different orientations and widths, GNRs
display different electronic properties. They can be metallic or semiconducting with
the band gap based on their widths”. Semiconducting GNR can be used as transistor
channel since it has the characteristic of semiconductor.

Basically, the structure of GNRCMOS is almost the same as MOSFET except
that the silicon channel is now being replaced by GNR. While the former structure
used metal as its source/drain terminals. In this project, single gate is used because
easy to be fabricated.

Graphene nanoribbon is a promising material for Nanoelectonic devices due to
its excellent electrical properties. This research focused on the modeling of CMOS
like graphene nanoribbon with respect to the voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) and
current-voltage is reported. A high performance graphene nanoribbon based CMOS
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(GNRCMOS) model has been developed by assuming the ohmic contact and high
dielectric constant.

Our findings show that GNRCMOS address the fundamental issue faced in Si
based CMOS by reduce the channel length, with respect voltage transfer characteristic
(VTC) betweenVOUT and VIN that it is coming from combine current?voltage
characteristic for both of them GNRPMOS and GNRNMOS. VIN and VOUT for both
SiCMOS and GNRCMOS are ranging in between 0 to 2.5 volts in both x-axis and
y-axis. SICMOS is in cut-off region when VIN is 0-0.75 volts while it is in saturation
when value of VIN is greater than 0.75 upto 1.12volts. When VIN is 1.13- 2.5volts,
CMOS is called to be in triode region. As a comparison for both the SiCMOS and
GNRCMO it is observed that GNRCMOS is indicate better performance than SiCMOS
because the saturation region for GNRCMOS most likely to be zero or very little while
for SiCMOS, a clear region of cutoff, saturation and triode can be determined.

Transfer characteristic of both GNRCMOS and SiCMOS invertors are
compared. The performance and electrical properties for NML and NMH are 1.156
and 1.053 volt respectively GNRCMOS models are compared with experiment result
forNML andNMH are 0.6744 and 1.39 volt respectively. in this case for GNRCMOS
is skewed gate has nearly equal noise margin , which maximizes immunity to noise
source but experiment result the NML is smaller than NMH , the gate can be skewed
to improve that noise margin at the expense of theNMH . Then ”NML orNMH means
has been successfully fabricated and is able gain higher than the experiment result. The
voltage transfer curve (VTC) of 13.2978 is achieved while complementary device is
7.999309”.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Investigating the GNRCMOS characteristics is very interesting because of
this device has many aspects that can be explored and improved. There has been
significant progress of graphene nanoribbon applications as ”complementary metal-
oxide-semiconductor” (CMOS) and ”field-effect transistors (FET)” over the last few
years. However, exploration of device operation, scaling issues, optimal device design,
and the role of doping to graphene nanoribbon have still to be addressed.in additional
to
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• The outcome of simulation analysis in this work is totally based on ideal
condition of GNRCMOS. An experimental work including the fabrication
process of GNRCMOS will provide more realistic result.

• Study challenging in graphene step by step and how can application parameter.

• Apply technology file for GNR in side T-spice or new software that it is concept
together Si and GNR.
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